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Life Story
Melissa Moulton

I start to write those words that mean 'the end'
To whom it may concern:
For those in this life whom I have called my friends
And I am stopped ...
How do I begin to make you understand?
What can I say to help you see my emptiness?
I am tired of feeling nothing. I am tired of feeling shame
You may not understand my logic and reason
But there is nothing more that can be done
I know what you would say if you were here:
"You are surrounded by people who love you"
And yet I feel alone
"You are surrounded by people who need you"
And yet I stand alone
«you are surrounded by people who see your potential"
And yet I see failure
I know you may see that my future as bright, but all I see is darkness
I don't want to make you cry, I don't want to make you sad
There is one thing that I know for sure, that this must be the end ....

Idle

Thoughts
Sierra Bridgewater

Who knows when this all started.
Feeling nothing.
I'm not sure if I'm just missing something,
or if things would even change if
I found out what that something is.
Being alone.
I don't get hurt.
I don't need anyone's approval or validation.
My only problems are personal.
No, I'm not sad or depressed.
I'm empty.
I guess maybe this is what it feels like to be lost.

Love
Anastasia Green
You love me?
Even though I have betrayed you,
Turned you to the Pharisee.
I watched your body ache and groan
I have stabbed your side
And watched you take away my sinful load
While the lamb is slain
I walk on the earthly scarlet plane
And my sight is darken as I turn my back away from the
lighted lane.
Your love came in a bitter cup,
With hate and anger rage against you,
You willfully drank it up.

My Courage

for Leaving

Home
Kaylee Bruno

My courage for leaving home came from my childhood memories. As a fierce 7 year old, I would stand up to my parents and tell them
I was old enough to make my own decisions. My dad would help me
pack up my suitcase, and open the door encouraging me. I would stomp
across the street, create a space of my own, and stare at my house. I
wanted to run home each time my parents peeked through the curtain,
but I was trying to prove a point, so I stayed on the dirthill. When they
closed the curtain, I would smile at my sister at the last second, because
she was in on the plan of me sneaking back in later. I thought the setup
was allowing me to have independence, but I now realize it was the joke
of the night.
Now at 17, I am trying to find that sassy girl who did not look
back. I am leaving the windy road under the railroad tracks leading to
the place I call home. The warmth of my Grandma's house where she
spends hours using her "wise life experience" to guide me, the trips to
my favorite coffee shop with my best friend when my attitude gets the
best of me. My job, with the old man who brings his dog every night to
get his wife a 24 oz pepsi, and himself a 32 oz. My co-workers who I am
willing to stay up all night making shitty homemade pizza with. And how
could anyone forget about their high school sweetheart?
But I outgrew my hometown.
I know there will be nights where I will want to run back to my
house and jump into my giant cozy bed like the "runaway" story would
always end. I also know that my dreams lie within the "stomping across
the street looking for adventure" part. At first, it may look discouraging,
like the dirt pile I would end up on, but I know it will be worth the rush.
With a picture of my favorite person, and a receipt from my favorite
city, I plan to arrive in a new place where I will be awaiting a new venture.

Letter

to

My Big

Sister
R. Chantz Richens

Do you remember whenHowaboutOr that one timeYou know,
I've been thinkinga lot.
And I've been rememberinga lot.
And I've learned some things.
I've learned that
we are both human.
We yell
and fight.
But also we cry
and pray.
I've learned why you
used to eat frosting from the jar
and get mad at me when I'd snitch a spoonful.
I've learned why you
listen to Shania Twain
while driving.
I've learned why you
danced pointe
and can still lace up a weathered, pink shoe.
I've learned why you
sing a lullaby to your kids
at night.
I've learned why you
kept going when all your senses,
both common and uncommon, told you to stop.
But most of all,
I've learned why you
love.
So thank you.
Thank you on behalf of younger siblings the world over.
Forever your smiley-faced
sometimes annoying,
but always adorable,
little brother.

Life's

an Adventure
Dexter Bethers

We took a trip two years ago
Jumped in the car went to Idaho
We had no idea what to expect
Ma and Pa filled up the car
We're growing up, it breaks their hearts
But a road trip doesn't mean we're leaving home
Life's an adventure between you and me
We've traveled so far but there's still more to see
Rodeos and baseball games, inside jokes and weird nicknames
We're best friends and there's no doubt
Like sun screen on a freckled face
Or being tagged out at second base
The chances of growing up seem pretty slim
Between college work and high school years
Broken h earts and lots of tears
Times have felt like life was at its end
0

Life's an adventure between you and me
We've traveled so far but there's still more to see
Rodeos and baseball games inside, jokes and weird nicknames
We're best friends and there's no doubt, there's no doubt

Bad Times Make the Good Times Better
Ashley Webster
I have always loved the month of December. Getting to see
my family for the holidays is something I look forward to every year. I
grew up in a very large family. My parents had both been married before they married each other which resulted in me having ten siblings.
Both of my parents also grew up in large families. Despite the large
number of people, we all get along very well. I was taught growing up
the importance of family. December was the only time that we were
able to get everyone together at the same time.
Along with the holidays came a lot of my family member's
birthdays. My siblings and I would be equally as excited for each other's
as we were for our own. Birthdays meant cake and ice cream and parties. December was always just an ongoing party for our family. It's like
I am on a natural high the whole month. othing can bring me down.
The month is always filled with laughter, smiles, service, and treats. That
is until the December of 2007.
I have an older sister named Kassie whose birthday is December 18. I always looked forward to her birthday especially because that
meant we were closer to Christmas and she always chose cheesecake for
her birthday dessert which is also one of my favorite deserts. It was
December 18, 2007. I rushed home from school to help my mom clean
the house so we could have my sister's birthday party that night. I
jumped off the school bus and ran all the way down my dirt road towards my home . .t\s I walked inside, my mom's phone started ringing. I
remember her being excited because it was her brother. While she was
excited, I was frustrated. I had hurried home so she could put me to
work to get ready for the party, but I knew she would be on the phone
for what would seem like a lifetime, especially if it was her brother. She
answered the phone very excitedly while I sat on the floor next to the
couch she was sitting on so she would notice me there and would hopefully get off the phone. What happened next is something I never
thought would happen to my family in a million years. My Uncle Brad
had called my mom to let her know that my Uncle Derek had just ended his life.
My Uncle Derek had lived a hard life and suffered from depression. In high school, he was once at wrestling practice and everyone
was required to do the rope climb during that practice. He got to the
top and slipped. His head met the concrete below him. My uncle was
forced to relearn everything over again from walking and eating to talking. He was never the same after his accident. He would have mini seizures all the time. It was scary as a young girl to watch him go through

this. Derek was such a fun uncle and I always loved spending time with
him. He really cared for everyone in his life. Most of his time was spent
outdoors. He loved being with his horses and his dog Rose, riding
around in the mountains. I always had looked up to him a lot. One vivid
memory I have of him is eating dinner with him and my family one
night. He was having hard time keeping his food on his fork because his
hand were shaking so bad. That was something he struggled with daily
after his accident. Even though his life was not what he wanted it to be
or what anyone would want their life to but he never let anyone worry
about him.
The day we found out about his passing is still burned in my
mind. My mom answered the phone excitedly. She was quite for a while
and looked very confused. She then threw her hand on her mouth and
started crying. I had no idea what was going on. I had been so excited to
get home all day to prepare for my sisters birthday and this was not expected. I slowly got up and sat on the couch next to my mom not daring
to say anything because I knew something wasn't right and I wasn't
ready to hear it. It was supposed to be a day full of fun and family.
When my mom finally could make up the words to tell me what had
happened, it was like my whole life was frozen in time. I was so confused and hurt. I couldn't comprehend not having him go camping with
us and not having him at family parties. It took a long time to register
what had happened. Those few seconds felt like a lifetime. I began
blaming myself for what had happened. I had always loved him very
much, but I began feeling like I didn't show him enough. I didn't feel
like I was the cause of his death but the thought of what I could have
done to maybe prevent it ran through my mind over and over again.
He was the first family death I had experienced in my life. It
was a hard time for my family. His death is something that I still think
about daily. I had never thought that my perfect month of December
could flip around in a few seconds. Coping with his death was something that was very hard for me and something that I didn't want to
have to deal with at a young age. Pretty soon, all of the kids at my
school found out about my uncle's death. I hated having to go and answer everyone's questions. The questions my classmates were asking me
were questions I was still asking myself, "Why did your uncle commit
suicide?" I hated going to school and having to face my peers. Having
my uncle pass away is one of the hardest things I have had to face but it
helped me grow a lot. Hardships are a necessary thing in life. I love and
miss my Uncle Derek and think about him every day. I am grateful I am
lucky enough to have been a part of his life and him be a part of mine. I
learned to never take another person for granted. I'm so grateful for the
family I have and I will cherish every moment I have with them because
you never know when it will be taken away from you.

Battlefield
Dallyn Mower
The seasons of all seasons,
When orange is falling,
On my green turf.
I get spotted, dotted and lined with white.
I get poked, stabbed and jabbed like a pin cushion.
Still, I stand tall and proud.
I hear roars like a lion beaming from the bleachers
I hear whistles, cheers, screams and numbers like spread right 24 dive.
More moans and groans as helmets collide.
I soften the blow as they come falling down,
Hoping they have scored the almighty touchdown.
All this great fun, on one special night,
Its Friday, of course, it's under the lights.
They water and cut me before that great night,
And stand in awe, what a cool sight.
I am the battlefield where two teams collide,
And send that brown pigskin for a ride.
This glorious fun is only for a season,
Soon to be forgotten for some unknown reason.
As snow flies and sun sweats,
Time will go by and soon the excitement will come again.
On top of me, a young man gives his all,
Hoping and praying he can move the ball.
All this great fun, on one special night,
It's Friday, of course, it's under the lights.

The Silent

Killer

(Alzheimer's)
Phillip McCullam

I am Husband, Father, Grandpa,
But I'm also getting old.
My doctor tells me he's sorryOne day I just won't know.
This kid, who is my grandchild
I vow I won't forget
For she is my sweet angel
But the fog still lingers yet.
This man, he calls me father,
He sits here by my side,
I'm sure I've never known him,
But they say he has my eyes.
This woman, she calls me husband,
Her love I feel so warm
I want to know for my sake
But I just can't fight this storm.
This man, standing in the mirror
I do not recognize
These features, now unfamiliar
The killer has claimed its prize
This crude poison has taken over
My mind completely gone
Yet through these people before me
My life continues on.
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Dopamine

Anew
Amity Marsh

Long work days, children a craze
I feel my brain wanting less
With each hour, ending
My daily thoughts all jumbled in a mess
I need a break, a small moment to myself
Craving dopamine anew
My girl time is coming, hopefully soon
I know after the Springtime dew
Girl's Retreat is my brain refreshed like it is each and every year
Memories are made, relationships strengthened
With family I hold dear
We've had a few adventures ... New York,
San Francisco and more
Southern Utah floating a dry river,
Riding bikes along the ocean shore
Paddle boarding, karaoke Singing
With Korean men
City tours, shopping excursions
Fishbowl margaritas ... the girl fun never ends!
It's a tradition I share with my aunties
And cousins which started years ago
I'm thankful for all of the memories made
With the girls that I love so!!

"
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Warrior
Zachery Fauver
There was no warning
No time to prepare
Before the nothing crept in
Stealing everything but air
Slowly sucked down
To the sea floor
Gazing towards the surface
Hoping there is more
The world is covered
By a haze inside
Filling everything
Except the void open wide
If there were colors
To match how it feels
Blue would be first
Black at its heels
Smiles out of habit
ot out of joy
Chemical imbalance
Pills to employ
Waiting for someone
Anyone to care
Gradual Isolation
ot one seems aware
By going against
atural Desires
We start to undo
The tangle of wires
Don't lay down
It's not time for sleep
Even though the body begs
"Give in to the deep"
The battles not over
With time still to win
Take one step forward
Doit
Begin
-c
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Cabin Fever
Megan Smith
Tick tock. Tick tock. Gong. It was now six o'clock in the morning. I was already up and making breakfast for my family. The gonging of
the grandfather clock stopped and it continued to tick. I gritted my teeth
against the sound of the ticking. I hated that sound and that clock.
I was already finished setting up the table when my parents
walked into the dining room. I wasn't surprised because this was the
routine and I had heard them walking around upstairs.
"Good morning, Sweetie," my father said, kissing me on the
forehead.
"Oh honey. You didn't have to make breakfast," my mother
said.
It was the same routine with the same false act from my parents.
I put on my own false smile. Oh, mother. I wanted to make breakfast," I
said.
From where the grandfather clock stood in the hall, invisible to
me at the moment, I heard the ticking start to slow down. I don't know
why the clock always slowed down like that at the half hour mark, but it
did and, like the rest of the clock, I hated it. It was now 6:30. Time to eat.
The breakfast I had made was a simple platter of bacon and
eggs balanced out by bowls of fruit.
I plotted while my parents sipped at their coffee.
Today was Friday. The routine for today would be the same as
always. It would start after we were done eating. As usual, my mother
was the first one to finish. Today, she would go into town to do the
shopping and I had written down a list of stuff that we needed.
"Honey, did you write a list?" my mother asked me.
I smiled and handed it to her without saying a word. This was
the routine and my mother wouldn't be back until one 'o clock. That
would be plenty of time for me to get my own routine done and be ready
for tonight.
While my mother got up to go to her purse and keys, I cleared
the table and put the dishes in the sink. I would clean them and put them
in the dishwasher in a few minutes after I said goodbye to my mother.
I walked out of the kitchen and waited in the hall. The hall was
pretty barren except for the grandfather clock and coat tree next to it.
The grandfather clock ticked away impatiently as if it was going to the
store with my mother. I hated that clock and I hated that cabin that we
lived in. My mother finally made it, and she smiled when she saw me.
"Well, I'm off and thanks for breakfast, honey. It was delicious
as always," she said.
"You're welcome, mother. Enjoy shopping and, if you can't get
everything on the list, don't worry about it," I said.
bl)
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"Don't worry. I'll try to get all the important things on it," she
replied. She kissed me on the forehead, grabbed her coat, and walked
out the door.
I could care less if she got everything on the list. The list was a
distraction and I didn't need to distract my father because he would be
busy on his computer doing his work. My father worked as an accountant for some law firm. I still didn't care.
The grandfather clock gonged, signaling that is was seven
o'clock. It was now time to start the chores and to get my plan into action. My plan was to go about my day doing everything that I normally
did everyday but with a slight twist at night. Oh, silly, I can't give away
my plan to you or you'll spoil the surprise.
I went back into the kitchen and cleaned the dishes and, after
putting those in, I started the dishwasher. Of course, I didn't put the
skillets in the dishwasher because they couldn't go in and they weren't
dishwasher approved. Then I moved onto my next chore which was the
laundry. After separating the whites from the colors, I put a small load
into the washer and started it after adding the laundry soap. It would be
a good hour because the washer would be done.
I went ahead and got started on my other chores. See, I do
have a routine and I would have all of my chores done when my mother
got home. Of course, she'll miss lunch, but I didn't mind because every
Friday, I always made a little bit extra just so that she could have some.
The rest of the morning when by fast to me, but I would always know what time it was because no matter where I was at in the
house, I could hear the grandfather clock sound off the hours and tick
away the minutes and seconds. I hated that sound.
At 11:30, I had put the first load of laundry into the dryer, and
started the second. It was now noon, and I had made sandwiches for
lunch with a side of chips. I carried my father's sandwich up the stairs
that squeaked if you walked in the middle of them. I could hear him
talking on the phone from down the hall in his study. That's where the
phone always was and would forever stay. I stood outside his study door
and listened in. He was more than likely recording it, so I didn't bother
to knock or to open the door. I didn't do this for two simple reasons:
one, he would immediately hang up the phone and have the person call
him back, and two, I wanted to listen in on the conversation.
"Yes, sir, we still have the girl," my father said.
"Well, howis she?' the person on the other end asked. My father
must have had the person on speaker phone.
"She's doing fine," my father replied.
"Are her realparentsstill lookingforher?' the other person asked.
"Yes, they are still looking. Have been for sixteen years. But
they're looking in all the wrong places," my father said.
(/Q
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"That's good.Is thereat!)ithingelsethat I shouldknow about?'
"No, Mr. Sanderson. We've kept the girl secluded from society
like you wanted," my father said. "I don't even thing that she knows
she's not our real daughter."
I smiled at that. Of course I knew. I could hear all of the conversations going on between my parents at night and during the day
when I was in another room and they thought that I couldn't hear them.
But I could and I knew all of their dirty little secrets. One of their dirty
little secrets was that they kidnapped me from my real parents when I
was just a year old. I discovered this little secret when I was about ten.
"Well, keepit that wqy.I don't want anotheroneto disappearlike the
last oneyou had did," Mr. Sanderson said.
I walked away from the door and back down the hall a little
ways. The conversation was going to end and I didn't need my father to
think that I was eavesdropping on him. I counted to twenty before walking back towards the door. I knocked and my father opened the door.
"Here you go, daddy. I made your favorite sandwich," I said. I
smile up at him, feigning innocence.
"Oh, why, thank you, sweetie." He took the plate from my
hand. "I was just about to come downstairs. You didn't have to bring
the sandwich up here."
"I don't mind. Besides, you have a lot of work to do," I said.
He smiled at me. "You're right. Well, I better get back to work.
I don't need to start falling behind," he said. He closed the door.
I smiled again and walked away from the door. The floorboards squeaked under my feet as I walked towards my room. I opened
my bedroom door, flipped on the light, and walked inside. My room was
just like everyone else's room with a few details missing. I had a bed
with a dull gray comforter, as well as a desk and a chair. The only details
that were missing where all the fancy posters of things that every teenaged girl liked. o, the only true decorations that I had in my room were
my books. They were the only things in the cabin that I was allowed to
have. I walked over to my desk and put my hair in pigtails. After that
was done, I walked out of my room, turned off the light, closed the
door. And walked back down the hall.
The grandfather clock gonged again at one. I was already
standing in the hall waiting for my mother. Even from inside, I could
hear her car's tires on the gravel, and the sound of her car door being
opened and closed. A few minutes later, she opened the front door and
walked inside.
"Have you been waiting there all day for me?" she asked. It was
our usual joke to each other on a Friday.
I shook my head, smiling at her. "No. I was in the kitchen and
heard your car. I figured that you would want help bringing the groceries
..,.,
inside."
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"Sorry honey, but I only have the five bags, and I did manage
to get everything on the list," she said.
I knew it was a lie but I didn't say anything. I knew how she
worked. I had figured out a long time ago that she would sit in the parking lot, play her own personal version ofTetris, and put all the groceries
into si-xbags or less. And, if that didn't work out, then she would sneak
back outside at night to get the rest. It was how they kept me from going
outside and attempting to make a run for it. Not that I wouldn't. I already had a plan in action.
She walked past me into the kitchen and I followed. I helped
her put the groceries away in their proper places.
The rest of the day went by as usual. The grandfather clock
sounded off the hours and ticked away the minutes and seconds. I hated
that clock and I hated this cabin that served as my prison. I especially
hated the people who pretended to be my real parents. I have never
been outside in my whole life. They made sure that I hadn't because they
didn't want anyone seeing me that might recognize me. This meant I had
only the house to explore and I got to know every squeal-.1'board and
door. I knew how to navigate the house so that it didn't seem like I hadn't entered the room. You only knew I was there if I wanted you to
know. Every day since I made the discovery that my parents weren't my
parents, I had plotted on how to escape until I had finally figured out the
perfect plan.
It was now 6:30 at night and time for dinner. I made a grand
feast out of the ingredients that my mother had brought home from the
store. Little did they know that it would be the last meal that they would
have.
"So honey, how was your day?" my mother asked me.
"Oh you know same as always. Do the chores. Make sure dad
eats. Clean the grandfather clock," I replied casually. "How about you
mom? How did shopping go today?"
"Oh, it was a nightmare. I got stuck behind this old lady who
wouldn't stop talking to the cashier. I was tempted to just give up my
spot in line, but there were no other registers open," my mother said.
"And, as I was leaving the store after paying for everything, I ran into an
old friend and we started talking. I lost track of time. Well, now, that I
think about it, I guess it wasn't all that bad."
"I guess not," I said, smiling. "So, dad, how was work?"
"Well, I managed to get a lot done today. My boss called to
check on my progress and I told him. He seemed pleased about it," my
father replied.
Typical answers to a typical Friday night. We talked as we ate
and after we finished eating, we were still talking. To be honest, I was
starting to grow impatient for my parents to go to bed. If I didn't
-0
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enact my plan tonight, I never would and I would be forced to flee. I
had no idea what was outside, but I wanted to get out of here. Even if
I had to sneak away at night, I would do it so that these people didn't
even know I was gone.
Finally, my parents decided that it was time for them to go to
bed. It was now eight o' clock, but I still had time to put my plan into
action. I would wait until they were sound asleep. I wouldn't have to
wait long. They were usually sound asleep at around 8:30.
"Goodnight," I said to them.
"Good night, Sweetie. Don't stay up too late," my father said.
"Night, honey," my mother said, kissing me on the forehead.
The dishes had been cleared away from the table a while ago
and I washed them, putting them away in the dishwasher. I could hear
my parents moving around upstairs in their bedroom. After a while, it
fell silent.
I dried my hands with a towel and walked over to the knife
holder. I pulled out each knife and examined it carefully. A steak knife
was too small and wouldn't do much damage. A butcher knife was just
overkill. The bread, boning, carving, and the other ones wouldn't be
good either. Not even the fork that was part of the set would be of
any use to me. Finally, I settled on the Chef's knife. It was big and
I knew it would get the job done. I smiled at my reflection and
chuckled a little.
I walked out of the kitchen and up the stairs, staying close to
the banister so as to not make the stairs squeak. Even in the hall, I
was careful where I stepped. I didn't want to make any noise, just in
case my parents were still awake, but I doubted that. I could hear the
clock ticking. At 8:30, the ticking had slowed, but it had started to speed
up again.
The door to my parents' bedroom was always slightly ajar so
that they could hear me. When I asked them about it they said that they
left it open so that if I ever needed one of them, they could just swing
the door open, instead of twisting the knob. Or, if I was in trouble, I
could just walk in and hide. Of course, I was never in trouble. How
could I be when I was trapped inside this cabin?
Carefully, I set the knife on the floor by my feet. In my other
hand, perfectly smoothed out so that it wouldn't make too much noise,
was an empty bag of potato chips. I reached in and covered the pads of
my thumb and index finger that were covered in the leftover salt. Just
as carefully, I rubbed the salt from my finger onto the door hinges.
This as a trick that I had learned long ago to keep a door from
squeaking. I tossed the empty bag aside and bent down to pick up my
knife. Silently, I pushed the door open.
The door didn't make a single peep and I crept inside. I wasn't
r--
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worried about them seeing the hallway light. They were used to me being up until ten o' clock and knew that I would tum all of the lights off. I
crept over to the bed. I had no way of knowing which side of the bed
each person occupied. That was the only thing that I was unsure of. I
didn't care either way. They would both be gone tonight.
I stopped when I reached the side of the bed that was closest
to me. I looked down at the face that was sleeping soundly and discovered that it was the woman who claimed to be my mother. For years, I
thought about how I would do this and had debated with myself on
what to use. I had decided that it should be done quickly. Poison was
out of the question. We didn't have a rat or mice problem and it would
be too hard to get. Drowning would be pointless since I would need a
tub or pool, and there were none here. I couldn't suffocate them with a
pillow because one would be thrashing and the other would wake up
and try to stop me. No, cutting their throats or stabbing them would do
because I would be able to do it quickly and quietly, and I would be
able to kill one while the other was in the room.
My mother opened her eyes and I hid the knife behind my leg.
I put a finger up to my lips and whispered low enough for only her to
hear, "This is part of your dream. Go back to sleep." She just shrugged
and went back to sleep. I brought my knife out from behind my leg and
put it against her neck. I put my hand over her mouth to make sure that
she didn't make any sort of sound and swiftly drew the sharp knife
across her neck. At least she was sleeping on her side and one of it
would splash onto my father.
The blood squirted out of her neck, landing on my jeans. My
mother had opened her eyes when she felt the knife tear across her neck.
She looked at me in horror. My hand was still covering her mouth, but
she didn't make a peep.
I mouthed the words I knew, and finished the job by stabbing the
knife into her heart. I watched as the light in her eyes burned out like a
candle. ow it was my father's turn, and thankfully he was a heavy
sleeper and didn't hear what had just transpired.
I pulled the knife free and walked over to the other side of the
bed and stood next to my father. I gently shook him awake.
"Sweetie, what are you doing in here?" he asked groggily.
"I wanted to check on you and mother," I said. I made no attempts in hiding the knife from him. In fact, I want him to see it. "And I
need to tell you something."
"What is it?" he asked. Then he noticed the knife. "Why do you
have a knife?"
"I came to tell you that there are two intruders in my life and
that they locked me up," I said. "I have the knife so that I can get rid of
them."
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"What are you talking about?" If he wasn't awake before, he
certainly was now.
"I'm talking about you. I know everything and I told your wife
the same thing as she died," I confessed.
Before he could sit up, I brought my knife up and slashed it
across his throat. He reached up as if to stop the bleeding, but I knew
that it wouldn't work. I had made sure to hit the main artery that was
located in the neck.
"And, by the way, I know who my real parents are, you lying
scumbag," I said. It was my last farewell to the man who claimed to be
my father.
I stabbed the knife into his heart and left it there. I turned on my
heel and walked out of the room. It was now time to enact the next
phase of my plan.
I opened the study door and walked it. The phone was in its
usual place and I walked over to it. Only after checking to see if it was
plugged in did I pick up the receiver and dial a number. I talked to the
person only briefly before telling them that the job was done and to
come to the cabin. I hung up and dialed the police.
"911. What isyour emergenry?"
the lady asked.
"No emergency, but come anyway. I was kidnapped when I was
a little girl, and I just killed the people who raised me. Go ahead and
lock me up, but I killed them so they wouldn't be able to do the same
thing to someone else. Oh, and by the way, I have all of the phone recordings of my supposed father talking to his boss," I said.
The lady was silent. I gave her my address and hung up. I knew
the police would come regardless, even if they didn't believe me.
I walked down the stairs and sat down in the kitchen. Under the
lights, I could clearly see that I was covered in my fake parents' blood,
but I didn't care. I had done what I needed to do.
A half hour later, the police came. I heard the tires outside and
got up. They knocked on the door, and I let them in. I gave them directions to my fake father's study, and went back to the kitchen to wait.
A few minutes later, a woman with long brown hair like mine
into the kitchen. She was followed by a bald man and few minutes later.
They both had the same blue eyes as I did, but the woman's eyes was a
bit of brown, like mine. They took one look at me, and I took one look
at them. I got up from the kitchen table and ran over and hugged them.
At last, we were reunited.

Between

a Rock and a Hard Place
Brianne V orginec

Everything can turn from light to dark within seconds.
I had found the light once again.
But you still continue to get me following you through that dark path to
nowhere.
Do you like being stuck there?
In the place full of lies and cold air?
It starts to crawl into me.
Pake smiles and uncertainty.
I am familiar with these feelings.
It's almost like being watched over by demons.
Dark, heavy, weight on my shoulders.
Only to drag me beneath the surface.
To deteriorate. All the light gradually bringing what's left to a point.
It's gone now ... within just seconds.
1\ form of dark magic.
I can now feel the hands wrapped around my throat.
The cold air once there is now nowhere to be found.
,\11the lost souls pull me further under ground.
i\Iy soul joins theirs and I am left standing in this dark path.
Saying goodbye to the parts of me you took.
The parts I ,vi.11
never get back.
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My Life

with

Asperger's
Alisha Holmes

Since I can remember I always felt just odd,
In conversations they listen and only nod.
I wish they'd understand what I'm talking about,
But I look into their eyes; all I see is doubt.
There is only one thing I love and that's bugs,
More than anything, I absolutely hate hugs.
People are weird, each other they like to touch,
I do not understand it, for me it's too much.
But bugs are my real friends; they are simply the best,
Heteroptera, Pterygota, and the rest.
Shield bugs are herbivorous, my dearest of all,
I take out my microscope, watch it slowly crawl.
I pick it up, look at it, feel its little feet,
I finally give it a little plant to eat.
That is what I want to do, all day and all night,
But my parents bring me to school; it is a fight.
I sit in class; I know they always look at me,
Why? I just want to go home where I can be free.
They call me "Retard!" and I don't know what it means,
I just hate school and all of them, the stupid teens.
I speak; my teacher wants me to look in his eyes,
I simply do not get it, it doesn't seem wise.
Sometimes they tell me that I talk like a robot,
And that my hair could really use a new cut.
All I want to show them is my awesome insect,
And no! Do not ask! I cannot change the subject!
Next is P.E., I just sit on the cold, hard ground,
And I feel like I am physically drowned.
That is it; I can't take all of this anymore,
I run home and aggressively slam the big door.
On the floor I remember what mom used to say:
"You are not wrong or weird at the end of the day!
I am so dang proud that you are who you are,
In this world you will always be a brighter star!"
I am lonely and different, that is true!
But I am more myself and at ease I grew!
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Arguing

with Myself
Christine Wisell

The voice has always been there. Well, it's not really a
voice, more ... a feeling. When I say "always," I mean for as long
as I can remember.
You can'tmake itfrom the end of onethoughtto the next.
Considering that I don't have any memories of how it felt
to be five years old, or younger, I don't know if it was there then or
not. It was after I started school that my parents noticed a change
in my behavior.
That's right,you'vebeenpatheticjora Jongtime.
The quietness, the being reserved, the folding into myself. I didn't have many friends at school. There was only one girl
who was really my friend, outside of family members, through all
those years. We were misfits together.
Don't glorifyit, she wouldhavehadpopularfriendsif it weren'tforyou.
Shepitiedyou.
She was as much an outcast as I was.
Was not.
Was too.
You on!Jsqy that to makeyourse!ffeel better.
Shut up, you wanted attention, now you're getting it.
Sorry about that. These little exchanges happen a lot, try
to ignore it. Now, where was I? Oh, right. I remember. The feeling. It probably started the first time I was excluded by my peers,
or the first time that they said something unkind. I'm a very literal
person.
Comeswith beingwiredwrong.
As it just mentioned, I'm low level on the autism spectrum, but that's not really the point here, nor is that actually why I
was so sensitive. I don't have an answer for that one. Anyway, I
took much of what was said to heart, rather than letting it go. Not
the best way to go through life.
You shouldjust giveup.
Nobody asked you.
This is what it's like in my head on a bad day. It used to
be a lot worse.
You werebetteroff whenyou listenedto me. You weresafe,noboc!J
could
foolyou, take advantageofyou.
Bad days used to be it talking nonstop. Judging everything, over analyzing, making me believe I had no worth. It made
everybody out to be liars and the only way to be safe was to never
trust anyone. On the flip side, those same people were preaching
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the gospel if they had anything bad to say about me. That voice is
a hypocrite.
You keep teflingyourse!f
that, but what happenswhensomeonecomes
alongand claimsthry loveyou. Thry'IInpyour heartout, that's what. Thenyou 'II
realizeyou shouldhavelistenedto me. Thry'llleaveyouwith somebrat, and take all
thatyou evervalued.You'll on!Jget onechanceat love,and knowingyou,you'IIscrew
it up. Therewill on!Jeverbe onepersonwhowouldput upwithyou, andyou'll run
him offf?ybeingdemandingand n·diculous.
It also doesn't make a lot of sense when it has its little
tirades. Watch this.
Hey. Depression, I am happily single.
That's ea.ryto say whenyou've neverevenhad a'!Yeffers.You areso unattractive,insideand out. Have I mentionedthatyou are clin!!Jand neecfy?
Dear God,
you cannotmake it to the endefthe weekwithoutcryingto mommyoveronethingor
another.Row canyou expecta'!Yse!f-mpectingman to wantyou whenyou areso
demanding?
For a long time, I believed it. All of the remarks about
how it was only concerned for my wellbeing sounded so nice.
Then, it started telling me to close myself off for the sake of other
people. That it was better for them if I simply vanished one day
and never came back. It wasn't until I started to see how good life
could be, that I realized how much of a detriment it was to my
health.
Health, ha, what health?You aresofat. Look atyour stomach.Look at
it! Doyou seeall efthatflub? You 'regoingtogo to an ear!Jgravebecauseof it.
Don't sayI didn't warnyou.
Actually I'm pretty average. Yeah I'm a little heavier than is
ideal. but I'm strong enough to do what I need to and I can run pretty
fast if the situation requires.
Sorry, sometimes I need to just tell it why it's wrong. I do
that a lot on the bad days. Usually, ifl tell it how I know that it's
wrong, it will leave certain subjects alone for a minute. Weight and
appearance have always been weak points for me, so if I make it
clear to it, as well as myself, that the way I look is fine, it makes it
easier to fight the next time. That's usually what it will attack me
on. That and academia.
You'll neverbecomea1!)1thing
efvalue.You'retoostupidto everbe a doctor. What ajoke! Justyou wait,you'IIhit a highenoughlevel,andyou will .Tashand
burn.You shouldn'ttry, that wayyou andyourfailureswon't be an embarrassment
toyourfami!J. You 'IIneverliveup to theirstandards.
The standards aren't that high and they are proud of me. and
want me to be happy no matter what career I have or where my life
goes. As long as I can take care of myself and am comfortable they
don't care. Yes. they want me to be educated, to be everything I want to

be and more but they love me no matter what.
Family has been a big part ofmy coping. They are willing
to listen on my bad days and remind me that I have more worth
than I give myself credit for. As much as I know that I have value,
and that Depression is wrong about me, it helps to have someone
outside of my head tell me that. Especially when Depression started to open the door for its friend, Suicide.
You wouldhaveliked S ui,ide,everyone
feels bettercifterthryset up a
meeting.
Yeah, no thanks. I'd rather live with the stressors.
It's actually a common thing for people to start feeling
better once they make a plan for suicide. It's hard for those around
them to understand, because the person does so much better, right
before they snuff themselves out. All of the stress and worry that
was weighing them down before is gone.
As I mentioned earlier, I have good days, and bad days. On the
good, it can't get a word in edgewise. On the bad, well, it's like
what you just saw above, me arguing with myself.
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Depression
Kamrie Simmons
o reason in sight to start climbing
o will to find a way out
They say keep trying
They say keep smiling
I do nothing but wander about
Keep going their cheers tempt me
As I swim through dark blue and sound
But nothing sounds true
othing gets through
It's as if all my receptors shut down
I see the frustration and pain
Written in my loved ones eyes
I know that they love me
I know that they care
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In The Moment
Rhiannon Bradley
I smiled at you today.
You smiled back.
In this universe we exist in, that might have been
The first and last time.
Your man was speeding,
You kid was sleeping,
But it seemed we might have been friends.
It even felt like we were
In the moment.
I saw him too.
He was going the opposite way,
But traffic halted so that I could
Wave.
He wasn't looking,
Kept talking on his phone.
The moment was lost,
And he didn't even
Wave back.
There was a dog as well.
His tongue was out and his face was
Beaming.
We made eye contact
Or seemed to.
He even smiled,
Or seemed to.
My favorite might have been the toddler.
Barely away, not caring.
Staring.
I followed his gaze,
And saw the pirate ship,
The dragon,
The castle.
Standing guard across the azure expanse.
I glanced back and he,
He had fallen asleep with dreams in his eyes.
And everyone else just saw the road.
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This might have been the only time we five
Were in the same place.
This might have been the only time we five
Would ever chance to meet.
If more people realized that this was it,
Would they behave differently?
If this was the only time we saw one another,
If this was the only time we interacted,
Shouldn't we treat it as something precious?
I may never see you again,
Four all I know, you're gone
And out of my life.
But I hope to catch you
In the store,
Or at the park,
Or even on the road again.
I doubt I'll remember you.
I don't you'll remember me.
But it was nice,
In the moment.

Agony
Casey Warren
Agony filled my heart and my head because I knew it wasn't
right; I was nine years old and I knew this. Bothered by the fact that
not a single person really wholeheartedly believed a word I had to say, I
turned around, stiffened up my upper lip and walked out of-the
school's front office and down the hallway to class. Certain that my
teacher would believe me, I walked over to her desk and asked to speak
to her; she took a short glance toward me and then told me to return to
my seat.
Dumbfounded, I waited for the sound that to most children is
a relief but for me it was a piercing pain. Exactly on time, the last bell
of the day began to ring; I staggered to my feet grabbing my things and
walked out the door to head home. Feeling sick, uneasy, confused and
alone as I did every day, I walked into my house quietly, hoping not to
be seen. Getting so close to my bedroom I began to feel relief when a
sharp voice bellowed, "was that you Worthless? How did you manage
to make it another day?"
I tried to ignore the ignorant comment and dropped my
things on the ground as I turned back around to see him. Jordan that's what I was to call him- stared at me with his beady drunk eyes; he
is my father but he is not my dad. Kate was my mother but she passed
away in a car crash about six years before and my life had been a living
Hell since.
Living in that house was difficult for me; I was never physically harmed by Jordan -that would leave evidence- but he tortured me
mentally, making me feel completely useless and as if I was wasted
space. My safety was of no concern to anyone because Jordan knew
how to put on a show. ot one single person believed me when I said
he mistreated me, he was a "great father" and he "loved" me more than
anything, at least that was all I was ever told.
On the weekends he would go to work and I would try to find
ways to make someone believe me, to get some help, but nobody ever
listened. Past years had brought me to a mindset of taking my own life;
it's a horror like none other. Fortunately, stopping me every time was
the heart of my mother. I knew she stood behind me and had a future
prepared for me.
Quitting and giving up would've been the easy way out. Especially after being told I was worthless every single day of my life and
feeling like walked all over dirt. Right when I would start to believe
Jordan had changed, that he might stop abusing my heart, my future,
and me, he would start over. Simply walking out would have been
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wonderful, but every one person I knew believed Jordan was the value
of a God when it came to raising me. I would've been reported missing
and brought back to his 'care' for greater levels of abuse.
There were really long nights when I would sit up thinking
about every detail in my life and understanding that I deserved so much
more, I deserved happiness. Under my bed I kept a notebook in which
I wrote letters to my mom about my life and how badly I missed her. I
would explain to her that I would live through her strength and I would
not fail her; I would make something of myself and build a great future.
Vigorously, I would push myself to pretend that I was fine and
to act happy; I knew I deserved more but for those treacherous 15 years,
I was forced to stay with Jordan. Waiting for so long was beginning to
give me anxiety and fear that I might not even survive, but I stayed
strong. I ignored the bully that Jordan was and I pictured my mother
giving me a hug and telling me she loved me.
Young I am still, but I have reached the age of nineteen, escaped Jordan's terror, and made a successful man out of myself. Zeal is
more than ever in my heart and attitude now. I am pushing forward every day with hope and the love of my mother that has been and always
will be my saving grace. It is never too late to start over, never too late
to say you can, but it is always too soon to give up.
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Siren's

Song
Alexander Anderson

A siren lived on crags of rocks
jutting above the sea,
and from her perch she sang her songa mournful melody.
She lur'ed captains from their way
to crash upon her shore.
A song of love she promised them
yet death was their reward.
Until one day a selkie swam,
and heard her song of love.
He came to her between the rocks
to rest upon her shore.
She sang to him her mournful song,
he answered with his own.
They sang together all the day
the two songs now as one.
A siren lived on crags of stone,
rising above the sea,
and from her perch she sang her song
A joyous melody.
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In My Head
Ricci Trujillo
Get outta bed, man.
You're gonna be late.
One last glance in the mirror,
Seeing the man you truly hate.
Let it go, man.
It's already caused too much pain.
You're only doing more damage.
You refuse to be called insane.
Stand up, man.
The tears make you seem weak.
Wipe that wetness away.
The only proof of sadness rolls down your cheeks.
Take your meds, man.
You at least have to give your best.
Forget about the room closing in,
The pain in your chest.
Head up, man.
Let no one know your thoughts.
You just have to pretend to be happy,
While your true feelings and heart rots.
Take a deep breath, man.
This pain can't be forever.
Give me your hand, you take mine.
We can weather the storm together.
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Concert
Becca Best
The fingers that strummed your guitar with precision also
Strummed my heartstrings
It took you years to master your instrument of choice.
Even still, to play any instrument is a work in progress.
There's only one instrument you mastered in mere seconds.
My heartstrings.
Of all the instruments I cannot play, let me add your heartstrings to the
list.
I tried, I really did.
I cried out in frustration when all that resonated were sour notes.
The notes carried these words on the wind,
"You'rejust afn'end."
"I havenofeelingsforyou. "
Do you enjoy it? To toy with my heartstrings and make my heart beat
faster and louder than any drum you've ever played?
I don't play instruments.
I play games. Games like,
"The grind my teeth and bear it game,"
"The daydream fantasy game where we get married,"
or my favorite,
''The let's see how many things I can write about you until it makes
sense game."
All your actions play games with my mind.
The tempo of your voice
your gait creates a rhythm of its own
your whole being has created a symphony that I attended.
Okay, I didn't just attend it.
I bought a recording of it.
And I might have told all my friends how awesome the concert was .
...And I might have recorded the symphony so I could watch it again.
That's what it feels like, living with feelings for you.
It's just me, the one-woman audience praying my favorite artist will
notice me after all my dedication.
After all, I've been to your real concerts and I've always been there for
you.
I guess you don't owe me anything. That's not how friendships should
work.
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But ...I still sit here.
I wait for the last note of this symphony to be played.
I wait to see how it turns out.
Symphony? Oh, whom am I kidding?
It's more of a cacophonous strand of cords I've tried to turn into something beautiful.
.t\nd it's made me nothing but miserable.
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Curing Anatidaephobia
Brantzen Wood
"Go, nothing bad will happen. I promise."
"You swear nothing will happen?"
"I cross my heart, besides if you want to be one of us, you
gotta do it."
I sighed, I did want to be one of them, but what I was about to
do didn't seem right.
"Come on, we don't have all day," a fat boy said nudging me in
the side.
''Yeah what are you, chicken?" Shouted the tall one from the
back.
It was a bright spring day, a stark contrast from the freezing
winter we had suffered. I looked around noting that life was everywhere.
The leaves on the trees had started growing in, and wild-flowers were
growing freely making a glorious landscape of color. I closed my eyes
listening to the soft sound of the baby birds chirping angrily at their
mother, anxiously awaiting their morning feeding.
"Come on man, it's not hard." Scott, the leader of the group
whispered in my ear as he put his hands on my shoulders. "Just do it!"
He gave me a slight shove and I stumbled forward awkwardly . I slowly
continued, creeping along the edge of the pond. My eyes never left the
small patch of grass where I knew they were hiding. I just needed one,
just one little guy. My heart started pumping as I drew nearer and nearer
to my prey. I was upon them now, lurking and observing them from
above. I glanced over my shoulder to see my so called friends recording
the whole thing. I focused my attention back on the task at hand, taking
a deep breath, I attacked.
The baby ducks scattered every which way. Some frantically
dove into the pond, evading my hand with their water tactics while others fled along the bank, their tiny wings flapping while shrieking at the
the top of their lungs. I chased a few, laughing at the way they waddled
fearfully, my friends were right, this was fun. I cornered one by a tree
and reached down to pick it up when I heard a terrifying cry that rattled
me to the bones. I spun around startled and stepped backwards at the
sight of a giant mama duck, wings fully spread, running at me with the
ferocity of a tiger. I squealed like a little girl as it flew and began to peck
at my face. The seven year old me didn't know what to do, I tried hitting
it but to no amount of battery would deter this deranged fowl. Finally I
decided to run, only to end up tripping in my haste. Like a scene from a
horror movie the duck landed on my back and continued its endless
pecking. After what seemed like an eternity the duck ceased it's barray
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and waddled off, quacking loudly to gather up it's ducklings.
My whole body was throbbing and tears were running down
my face. I looked up and glanced towards my friends to find them
laughing and starting to leave. I put my head back in the mud and cried.
I cried as I got home, as I washed myself, then finally I cried as I went
to sleep that night.
For years now that demonic duck has been burned into my
memory. I know it's watching me. My beating didn't satisfy it and now it
still seeks revenge. I can feel its colorless eye peering at me everytirne I
go to bed. It was concealed in the shadows as I went to prom. It was in
my first born child's room the night we brought him home. Like a
stealth bomber it soars amongst the clouds following me to work. That
duck is everywhere and it is ruining my life. If I as much as see a picture
of a duck I burst into tears. If I see a live one I can't move, I stand frozen in fear, completely incapacitated due to the memory of that spring
day so long ago.
"So what do you suggest Doc?" ''What should I do?" "Do you
think I'm crazy?"
The doctor just sat there, staring at me while chewing on the
end of his glasses. He studied me carefully, as if pondering just what to
say when finally he replied, ''Well it seems to me you have a very rare
condition called 1\natidaephobia. That's to say you have a persistent and
irrational fear of being watched and stalked by ducks."
"It's not irrational! It's true!" I blurt out annoyed. \X!hydoesn't
anyone believe me? My wife <loesn't believe me, fox news doesn't believe me, even my own parents don't believe me! o,v this wack was
sitting here telling me that it wasn't true either.
" ow now, you need to calm down James. Remember I'm
here to help you. I think the best thing for you to do right now is breath.
Take a deep breath in .. Now our.."
I follow his commands. The structured breathing helping to
subdue my feelings.
"I want you to keep breathing, and close your eyes"
I close my eyes, listening to his soft commands, who knows
maybe this hypnosis thing isn't just a hoax.
I wake up and the doctor is staring at me.
"How do you feel?" He asks me.
"What arc you talking about?" I respond with a slurred voice.
"\'v'hat do you feel when you hear the word duck?"
"Ducks? Why do you ask?"
"It worked! James, I am proud to pronounce you cured of your
phobia!"
"What are you talking about you loon? I don't have any phobi,,
as.
The doctor smiled at me and said, "Exactly." He then

grabbed the microphone clipped to his shirt and whispered something
into it. I couldn't shake the feeling that something was wrong, something was watching, but I couldn't guite place my finger on \Vhat. 1\faybe
it was just the doctor. He made me feel uneasy after all. \'<le sat in silence
neither of us saying anything. I avoided eye contact and shifted my attention to a spider building his web in the window.
J\,fyattention returned to the doctor as a man entered the room
with some sort of box covered by a blanket. I wondered what could be
in it, a hat, a dog, maybe even a new computer. I didn't know but for
some reason I could feel my pulse start to race and a twinge of fear
swelled up within me.
' ow James, we arc going to show you something, don't worry, it won't hurt you. \'i/e just want to test something."
I looked at the doctor, my anxiety increasing. What in the
world was in the box. l found myself dreading whatever it was. He
counted to three then ripped off the blanket. With a horrifying guack a
duck sac before me. T tried to stay calm, but 1 couldn't move or speak. I
was petrified. I became aware of a horrible sound, a screaming, but I
couldn't figure out where from. Suddenly my instincts kicked in, I coward bachvards, curling up into a tight ball, coming to the realization that
the awful scream was actually my own. This was it, I was going to die
now. The duck had finally come to finish me off, using the doctor as its
puppet it had trapped me. There is nothing I can do. othing ...
The doctor closed the door behind him shaking his head.
"I was so close!" He mumbled to himself. " ext time I'll have
him cured." Turning to the man who had brought the duck in he said:
"Doug, go and give him his sedative and take him to his room,
we'll u·y again next week."
"Sure thing boss." Doug responded as he quietly slipped into
the room.
The doctor looked at his clipboard, sighing he walked down
the hall to the next room.
"Hopefully this next patient will show more promise," he
tl10ught. Then opening the door he strode in to hopefully cure the next
fear gtipped soul.
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Cries
D'Layna Hickman
No control
Who am I?
Shaking
Shaking
What's happening?
Breathe
I want it
No I don't
Stop breathing
Help
Help
Some one help
I'm losing myself
The question rings in my head
Do you want to
I don't know
Do I want to
Wait!
Stop!
I didn't say start
Ouch!
That hurts
You stop
I breathe
Wait!
Don't start again
Get out
Get out
Tears stream down my face
What just happened to me
It's gone
It's gone,
It's really gone!
Screaming on the inside
Crying on the outside
I feel lost
o one
o one knows
Noone
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Can't sleep
Can't eat
Rock back and forth
Something wrong
So very very wrong
I'm alone
All alone
Something gone
Completely gone
Taken from me
I drift away
I'm not me anymore
Who am I now?
I can't tell
I will never be the same.
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Anxiety
Jesse Wiley
ails have been chewed down into the quake
This must be the pain I deserve to take.
Must scrub and wash and clean
Before the numbing and tingling.
I find it hard to breath, palms become sweaty
My chest is pounding, body feels heavy.
The room is spinning, can't stop shaking
I dislike all these routes I'm taking.
The girls in the background are snickering
In my mind, only constant bickering.
I try to focus on the task at hand
Even though I'm sinking in quicksand.
The crowds gaze falls upon me
I ponder silently, is something wrong with me?
Feeling duress, due to this stress
This life of mine is one big mess.
My world is spiraling out of control
Really wishing I had something to throw.
The room is spinning, I can't even grin
All color to my face has flushed from within.
Throat feels dry, like I'm going to die
Unable to sit still, is it time for another pill.
Tormented by my thoughts, my head might be full of rocks
Constantly dwelling on every little thing, might as well be drowning.
All this misery is making me dizzy
Yet so suddenly it's clear, I now know true fear.
I occasionally feel full of cheer, as if I'm safe and secure
Yet it happens so suddenly, not one thing can I find funny.
Impossible to sleep through the night
This disease has a grip wound tight.
I want to hide in a corner, or under my blanket
Or shall I crawl under a rock, then perhaps I can take it.
"Come one come all, look at the fool curled in a ball
Was this a poem you could hack, this my friends, is an anxiety attack."

My Obsessive
Compulsive
Disorder
Told Me ...
Sydney Datzman
Make it look like it's not on purpose.
Look around and make sure no one is watching.
Act like you're just scratching your head.
Check to see if the people behind you can see what you are doing.
Now find one.
Make sure it feels right...and pull.
Pull your hair out.
Keep pulling.
Don't stop.
Feeling anxious?
Just a few more.
I promise you will feel so much better.
Feeling embarrassed?
You should be.
What you are doing is revolting.
Don't look down at the pile of hair you just pulled out.
You have been contaminated.
Don't touch anything.
You must wash your hands.
Raise your hand and ask to leave the classroom.
Now.
Now.
Now.
You must wash your hands.
Stop whatever you are doing.
So what that you're in the middle of a lesson.
Your hands are covered in germs.
You must decontaminate yourself.
You're going to get sick.
If you don't wash your hands people are going to think poorly of you.
Who cares that your hands are dry and bloody.
I promise this will all go away once you wash your hands.
Feeling anxious?
I know what will make you feel better.
Start scratching.
I don't care if the wounds haven't healed.
Do what I say.
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I promise you will feel better.
Just keep scratching.
Don't mind the blood.
Keep picking at the skin.
Keep going.
Don't you want to feel better?
Look what you did.
You did this to yourself.
You're disgusting.
Who does this kind of thing?
That's not normal.
Now keep scratching.
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Unknown
D'Layna Hickman
I'm just another face
I could leave without a trace
I don't have a place
You don't know me
I'm just someone on the planet
I could cry all alone
And no onewould see
You don't know me
o one pays attention
o one really cares
It's like I'm not really there
You don't know me
You don't look in these eyes
You can't see through my lies
I'm a stranger
You don't know me
You're starting to get closer to me now
You say you care
You know I'm there!
But, you still don't know me
You
You
You
But,

show up at my house
go with me everywhere
share your love
you still don't know me

You see me everyday
You are a friend
You try to help me mend myself
But, you still don't know me
You help me when I'm down
You're always around
I'm a friend
But, you still don't know me
-0
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How could you know me
How could you see
You can't
I don't even know me!
Why I act so tough
Why do I love
I don't know anything about this!
I don't know me
I can't stop the lies
I don't know why I even try
I can't help but cry
Because I'm lost
I don't see
I don't like
The real me
I'm not really sure who that is
You can try to see past my eye
You can try to break my lies
But you can't
I'm unknown
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That

Special,

Forbidden

Love
Becca Best

When people tell me that I'm too obsessive, I just ignore them.
Those fools have no idea what they're talking about.
I gaze at my beloved and say, "I love you, I need you."
As I hold you in bed, I caress you and you envelop me in your warmth.
The promise of your warmth gets me through all the cold and rainy days.
On those days, I wear a heavy wool coat and boots.
Neither of these items compare to the warmth I get from your love.
I think of all the times I'm not with you.
I long to curl in bed with you, and no one else.
Do you miss me when I'm away from home?
Do you long to be with me as I long to be with you?
What do you do without someone to wrap yourself around and hold
tight?
The love I have for you is second to none, my warm, flocculent, red
blanket.
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Ashes
Haronimo Garcia
Most days I feel numb.
Other days I feel everything.
There are so many emotions all at once that I can't coherently express
myself.
I can do nothing to tame the flames licking at my toes.
I feel everything.
Sadness, anxiety, pity, worry.
The flames move up my singed feet.
I can no longer dance.
Hollowness, emptiness, mournfulness.
The flames move up my legs.
I can no longer stand.
Anger, irritation, rage, destructiveness.
The flames move up my charred torso.
I can no longer want to eat.
Despair, loss, depression.
The flames consume my chest.
I can no longer breathe.
Numb, invisible, defeated, destroyed.
The flames turn me to ashes.
I can no longer be.
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The Gas Chambers

At Auschwitz
R. Chantz Richens

The first thing I notice silence.
This is not a mere human lack of noise
This is
silence.
This is the moment before the shot.
The millisecond before the strike.
And the final breath.
We work our way through,
breathing the cool, stale air.
"A shower,"
they told them.
"Clean,"
they told them.
How ironic Promises of cleanliness
from such dirty hearts.
The air is hard to breathe.
It hurts.
It has no warmth,
no color,
no life.
The air begins to thin.
I cannot stay here.
Walls blur.
Voices rise from the dirt
in the corner.
A young child.
Over there,
a new mother.
And lookan old man huddled in the corner.
Is he alive?
Alivedeadwho knows?
All staring,
pulling at your clothes your hairbegging you to stay and
-0
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join them.
Follow the line Don't look down.
Breathe.
Breathe as best you can.
And finally,
the surface.
Your eyes are wet but you don't
feel a tear.
Your legs ache but you don't
know why.
And your heart is heavy and it stays heavy.
In the hotel room.
On the plane.
Back in your bedroom.
And at night as you try to sleep you can still
taste the
chilling,
stale,
rotting air.
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If I Could ...
Stephanie Lukaszewski
If I could save your dying child, but didn't,
would you call me caring?
If I could take away your pain, but looked the other way,
would you call me friend?
If I could control the rains, while famine starves a nation,
would you call me compassionate?
If I could witness a child molested, and refrain to lift a hand,
would you call me kind?
If I could, in a jealous moment, command you kill your son, then
stopped you,
would you call me great?
If I could cure cancer, but took your sweetheart away,
would you call me benevolent?
If I could do all these things, and make the world a better place,
but didn't,
would you call me God?
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Enough
Lacey Olsen
In the last breath,
All that will remain
Are the memories.
Bits and pieces
Of laughter and love,
Fragments of time
Spent with those we cherish most.
But still
After all of that time,
It will never seem like enough.

Addiction
McCalle Reilly
I am constantly losing.
Losing sleep.
Losing focus.
Losing relationships with others.
I have an obsession that I cannot overcome.
The thought of it haunts me,
Creeping into my life,
Repeatedly getting me hooked.
At first it seems like a good idea,
But I quickly find out
That life is not like the movies
The hero does not always win.
Seconds turn to hours
Days turn to night
I try to fight,
But I cannot beat Netflix.
I am constantly losing.
Losing sleep.
Losing focus.
Losing relationships with others.
I have an obsession that I cannot overcome.
The thought of it haunts me,
Creeping into my life,
Repeatedly getting me hooked.
At first it seems like a good idea,
But I quickly find out
That life is not like the movies
The hero does not always win.
Seconds turn to hours
Days turn to night
I try to fight,
But I cannot beat etflix.
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Monsters
Sara Parker
"Don't leave me alone," she asked
Her father who stood at the door,
He smiled, said "You'll be fine,"
Shut off the light and plunged
Her into darkness.
She shut her eyes,
She counted sheep,
She sang songs and lullabies
To carry her off to sleep.
But soon the sounds started again,
The ones behind her closet,
Scratching, creaking,
Knocking, moaning,
Saying, "I know you're
Not asleep."
She tucked under her covers,
She started to cry, hoping
Her parents would hear her tonight.
The sun came through the window,
Her parents came to wake her,
She asked her mother, if she heard
The sounds from there last night.
"Just you're father snoring," she said,
With a laugh and asked why,
"The voices from the closet,
They frightened me, and I began to cry".
Her father said, ''I'm sorry dear,
But you must have been dreaming."
Por except for the ones in our minds,
There are no monsters here.
"Don't leaYeme alone," she begged
Of the stm lcaving the sky,
Though the stars said it \vii] be ok,
The sun made no reply.
Suddenly there was darkness
The sun leaving her alone,
Knowing that she wouldn't sleep,
She gazed up at the ceiling she

Couldn't possibly see.
The monsters began to wake,
Creating nightmares and chaos with glee.
Saying things so horrid
They couldn't come from her,
"You can't do this," they said,
"You haven't a friend in the world."
Her mind sank into an empty void,
Her body in blankets curled, believing every lie,
That her monsters had hurled.
She awoke with a new sadness,
That she never wanted to know,
So she put on a mask, of the
Smile she wore, before facing this foe.
The sun came out, unaware
Of the peace it gave to her,
Though it remained remorseless
About leaving her each night.
She acted like she was happy,
Like everything was fmc,
1\fter all, the only monsters,
.Arc the ones trapped in your mind.
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Hidden

Feelings
D'Layna Hickman

Brush my teeth
Comb my hair
Put on a smile
Make them think I don't care.
I remember
I remember
I remember
I remember

the
the
the
the

love,
passion,
amazing times,
laughter.

I think about the love we found.
I think about the future that could've been ours,
I think about how you made me smile,
By just one simple sound.
I thought about how I cried with pain, misery,
You were taken away from me ...
They told me you were a phony, a fake,
They told me about my huge mistake ...
I try to forget you.
Tell myself I am wrong,
But I still feel the love.
I still feel the pain.
I put on a smile.
And meet him out there,
But I think of you
And I hurt inside.
You were everything to me!
But apparently it was all lies,
All the smiles, the laughs, the games, the fun
They were nothing to you, nothing!
I tell myself to let go,
I tell myself if it's meant to be it'll happen,
But I still don't believe my words.
This pains is best unheard ...

The next morning as I think of these things, I'll brush my teeth,
Comb my hair,
put on a smile,
And pretend I don't care
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Footprints
Stacy Graven
Footprints of time lie behind.
Freshly fallen snow lies before.
Each footstep crunches
as leafless trees stand or hunch.
My eyes and hands caress the past with feeling
and look to the future with healing.
The sun rises and the night comes.
\Y/ecan see our symbolic footprints from above.
No one knows where they'll go,
but they do know where they've been before.
Looking back, the past ignites
but the future starts now, tonight.
We start today
with a clean slate.
We look behind
at the footp1-intsof time.
Memories rewind
and our footprints we find.
Footp1-ints start today and ended yesterday.
Memories rewind in the timeless clock
of these footprints of time.
The flowers bloom tomorrow,
when the snow blows today.
The sun rose in the past
and will shortly replenish
the flowers of the future.
This is the timeless clock of footprints in time.

Mornin

Me
Sara Parker

I wish I could always see
Myself the way I do
After I've just awoken
When my hair is messy
My eyes, shining from sleep,
o cover up, to cover up
The imperfections of me,
The mistakes of yesterday
Washed away in rest
Voices from the world
Silenced for a time,
L\nd all I see is me.
Kind, intelligent, loyal,
Beautiful, funny and strong.
Honestly, and genuinely me.
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For Larry Severeid

Nobody is thinking about tomorrow
until the day after tomorrow, but even that is too soon.
Eventually, the energy will be vacuumed away,
the classrooms and offices quieter
than they've been since the seventies. Eventually,
someone else will be in your office and all of us
will have to be okay with that.
That person will be treated kindly Oikely),
but they're not you. Because who could be?
Every time someone passed you casually in the hall,
it felt like you could say something,
do something, that the other person
would remember for the rest of the week.
Within you is the constant potential for the memorable.
Within you is the ability to make us all better.
Within you is the laughter, the fire, the drive.

This is not an elegy for you, of course. You're aliveyou'll be retired, happy.
If anything, this poem is an elegy for us,
those you leave behindmaybe it's an elegy for our building,
what it's going to have to live without.
The rest of us have our work cut out for uswhen you lose your source of light,
there's a lot of wandering aimlessly in the dark.

